Tient à souligner le mois de l’histoire des noirs en vous
présentant sa sélection de documentaires notoires

HIDDEN COLORS 1
(v.o-anglais)

Date de la projection : vendredi 2 février 2018 @ 19H
Hidden Colors is a documentary about the real and untold history of people of color around the globe. This film discusses some of the reasons
the contributions of African and aboriginal people have been left out of the pages of history. Traveling around the country, the film features
scholars, historians, and social commentators who uncovered such amazing facts about things such as: the original image of Christ; the true
story about the Moors; the original people of Asia; the great west African empires; the presence of Africans in America before Columbus; the
real reason slavery was ended; and much more. Volume 1.

HIDDEN COLORS 4
(v.o-anglais)

Date de la projection : vendredi 9 février 2018 @ 19H
Hidden Colors is a documentary about the real and untold history of people of color around the globe. This film discusses some of the reasons
the contributions of African and aboriginal people have been left out of the pages of history. Traveling around the country, the film features
scholars, historians, and social commentators who uncovered such amazing facts about things such as: the original image of Christ; the true
story about the Moors; the original people of Asia; the great west African empires; the presence of Africans in America before Columbus; the
real reason slavery was ended; and much more. Volume 4.

1804 - THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF HAITI
(v.o-anglais)

Date de la projection : vendredi 16 février 2018 @ 19H
1804: The Hidden History of Haiti is a documentary film about the untold history of the Haitian Revolution. Produced by the creator of the
best-selling Hidden Colors film series, 1804 goes in-depth about the four principal players who were instrumental in Haiti’s independence:
Makandal, Dutty Bookman, Toussaint Louvature, and Jean-Jacques Dessalines. This documentary give a competing look into the strategies,
the motivation and the mindset that led to Haiti being the only slave population who successfully overthrew their oppressors.

THE MILLION MAN MARCH
(v.o-anglais)

Date de la projection : vendredi 23 février 2018 @ 19H
On October 16, 1995, an estimated 1,8 millions African American men from across the United States gathered together at the National Mall in
Washington, D.C. to rally in one of largest demonstrations in Washington history. This assembly of black men was organized and hosted
by the Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan who called for all able-bodied African American men to come to the nation’s capital to address
the ills of black communities and call for unity and revitalization of African American communities. Although the Million Man March was
proposed and organized primarily by the leader of Islam, many religions, institutions, and community organizations across the spectrum
of African America joined together not only for a rally of black men but also to build what many saw as a movement directed toward a future
renaissance of the black race.

Admission

Cinéstarz, 7305 Boulevard Langelier
Montréal, QC H1S 1V6, Canada

par soirée :

10 $
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